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tics of a mechanical system having a rotatory mode of opera
tion and bearing balls entrained Within a bearing balls recir
culation system. There are provided the steps of ?rst
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system during a ?rst interval of operation; ?rst analyzing the
operating impulses obtained during the ?rst interval to deter
mine the intensity and frequency of the operating impulses;
?rst correlating the operating impulses obtained during the
?rst interval to corresponding angular positions of the rota
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tory mode ‘of operation; and ?rst producing a ?rst record of
the intensity and frequency of the operating impulses
obtained during the ?rst interval correlated to the correspond
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ing angular positions of the mechanical system. The health of
bearing balls Within the recirculation system is determined by
monitoring the vibration characteristic of the recirculation
system, Which is correlatable to the speci?c bearing balls.
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SYSTEMS FOR ANNOUNCING THE HEALTH
OF BALL SCREW ACTUATORS AND BALL
RECIRCULATION

mechanical system to a change in the operating characteristic
of a speci?c component of the mechanical system.
[0010] In addition to the foregoing, in embodiments Where

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER APPLICATION

need to determined the health of the bearing balls and the
bearing balls recirculation system. One mode of failure of the
mechanical system occurs When the bearing balls escape. In

the mechanical system is a ball screW arrangement, there is a

[0001]

This application is a continuation-in-part patent

application that claims the bene?t of Provisional Patent

such a failure mode, the load is transferred to a secondary nut

Application Ser. No. 60/785,080, ?led Mar. 23, 2006, and
US. patent application Ser. No. 11/728,214, ?led Mar. 23,

that operates in an acme mode.
[0011] A further form of failure occurs When the balls are

2007, noW issued onApr. 29, 2008 as US. Pat. No. 7,366,590,
the disclosures of Which are incorporated herein by reference.

seiZed Within the recirculation system. In effect, the ball
screW operates in an acme mode, and the load is not trans

ferred to the secondary load path, Which often is an acme nut,
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] 1. Field of the Invention
[0003] This invention relates generally to methods of
annunciating impending failure and failure in actuators and
drive train components, as Well as vehicle braking systems.
[0004] 2. Description of the PriorArt
[0005] There are present in the prior art a variety of vibra
tion test systems that enable vibration analysis of operating
mechanical systems to determine machine conditions and

until the bearing balls become dangerously Worn.
[0012]

A still further form of ball screW failure occurs When

the bearing balls become scuffed, Which results in accelerated
Wear. A ball screW arrangement that is operating With scuffed

bearing balls is an unhealthy mechanical system that may
soon fail.

[0013] There is, therefore, a need in the art for a system and
methodology that monitors the health of a ball screW arrange

ment, including the bearing balls recirculation system.
[0014]

There is also a need in the art for a system and

operating characteristics. In some of these knoWn systems, a
handheld device has an associated probe that is touched to an

methodology that facilitates the vibrational analysis of
mechanical systems that operate largely in transient modes.

operating machine. The vibrations of the operating machine

[0015] There is additionally a need for a system that facili
tates the determination of impending failure of mechanical

cause vibrations sensors in the probe to issue corresponding

electrical responses that are analyZed by the handheld moni
toring device. Although useful in the determination of the
operating characteristics of an operating machine, the knoWn
vibration test systems are of only limited utility in determin
ing the operating characteristics of mechanical systems that

systems that operate largely in transient modes.
[0016] There is additionally a need for a system that facili
tates the determination of actual failure of mechanical sys

tems that operate largely in transient modes.

spend little or no time in steady-state modes of operation.
[0006] It is a characteristic of actuators, drive train compo

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

nents, vehicle braking systems, that a signi?cant portion of

[0017] The present invention provides a method of deter
mining variations in operating characteristics of a mechanical
system having a rotatory mode of operation. In accordance
With a ?rst method aspect of the invention, there are provided
the steps of:

operation time is spent in transient mode. For example, in a
screW drive arrangement of the type used for controlling
aircraft control surfaces, the operation of the screW drive
arrangement is bidirectional over a limited extent. Therefore,

this type of drive spends considerable portions of its operating

[0018] ?rst monitoring operating impulses generated by

cycles in bidirectional ramp -up and ramp-doWn transient con
ditions. Only a small portion of the operating cycle, if any, is
spent in a steady-state condition.
[0007] In the case of drive train components, it is knoWn
that these mechanical systems can be tested in steady-state

the mechanical system during a ?rst interval of operation;

condition on a bench. HoWever, in actual use, these mechani

cal systems are operated in acceleration, deceleration, and
reverse modes of operation. Again, the knoWn vibration test

systems are inadequate to analyZe the operating characteris
tics of drive train components in actual use.

[0008] Vehicle braking systems are mechanical arrange
ments that clearly operate in transient modes. In conventional
use, the vehicle brakes are applied While the vehicle is oper

[0019] ?rst analyZing the operating impulses obtained dur
ing the ?rst interval to determine the intensity and frequency

of the operating impulses;
[0020] ?rst correlating the operating impulses obtained
during the ?rst interval to corresponding angular positions of
the rotatory mode of operation;
[0021] ?rst producing a ?rst record of the intensity and
frequency of the operating impulses obtained during the ?rst
interval correlated to the corresponding angular positions of
the mechanical system;

[0022] second monitoring operating impulses generated by
the mechanical system during a second interval of operation;

ating at speed, and almost immediately the rate of operation is

[0023] second analyZing the operating impulses obtained

reduced by deceleration. The effects of such transients are

during the second interval to determine the intensity and

multiplied in vehicle braking systems that are subjected to the
stresses of automatic braking systems (ABS).

frequency of the operating impulses;
[0024] second correlating the operating impulses obtained

[0009] There is a need in the art for an on-board vibration
test system that monitors the operation of a mechanical sys

tions of the rotatory mode of operation of the mechanical

tem of the type that operates principally in transient modes,
and develops trend, or historical, data that re?ects changes in
the operating characteristics of the mechanical system. There

during the second interval to the corresponding angular posi

system;
[0025]

second producing a second record of the intensity

is additionally a need for such a system to be useful in the

and frequency of the operating impulses obtained during the
second interval correlated to the corresponding angular posi

tracing back of the changes in the overall response of the

tions of the mechanical system;
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[0026]

comparing the ?rst and second records to determine
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[0037]

In accordance With a further method aspect of the

differences in the operating impulses obtained during the

invention directed to a ?ight control actuator, there are pro

respective ?rst and second intervals correlated to the corre

vided the steps of:

sponding angular positions of the mechanical system; and
[0027] vibration monitoring of the bearing balls recircula

the ?ight control actuator during a ?rst interval of operation;

[0038] ?rst monitoring operating impulses generated by

tion system.

[0039] ?rst analyZing the operating impulses obtained dur

[0028]

In one embodiment, there are provided the further

ing the ?rst interval to determine the intensity and frequency

[0029] further monitoring operating impulses generated by

of the operating impulses;
[0040] ?rst correlating the operating impulses obtained
during the ?rst interval to corresponding angular positions of

steps of:

the mechanical system during subsequent intervals of opera
tion of the mechanical system;

[0030] further analyZing the operating impulses obtained
during the subsequent interval to determine the intensity and
frequency of the operating impulses of the mechanical system

the rotatory mode of operation;
[0041] ?rst producing a ?rst record of the intensity and
frequency of the operating impulses obtained during the ?rst

during respective subsequent intervals;

interval;
[0042] second monitoring operating impulses generated by

[0031]

the ?ight control actuator during a second interval of opera

further producing a plurality of further records of

the intensity and frequency of the operating impulses
obtained during respective ones of the subsequent intervals
correlated to the corresponding angular positions of the
mechanical system; and
[0032] comparing the ?rst, second, and further records to
determine a trend in the differences in the operating impulses

obtained during the respective ?rst, second, and subsequent
intervals.

[0033]

In a highly advantageous embodiment, there is fur

ther provided the step of identifying a cause in the mechanical
system for the trend in the differences in the operating

impulses obtained during the respective ?rst, second, and
subsequent intervals. In mechanical systems that are rotatory,
there is provided the step of identifying a cause in the
mechanical system for the trend in the differences in the

operating impulses obtained during the respective ?rst, sec
ond, and subsequent intervals comprises the further step of
acquiring rotatory position data of the mechanical system.

tion;
[0043] second analyZing the operating impulses obtained
during the second interval to determine the intensity and

frequency of the operating impulses;
[0044] second correlating the operating impulses obtained
during the second interval to the corresponding angular posi
tions of the rotatory mode of operation;
[0045] second producing a second record of the intensity

and frequency of the operating impulses obtained during the
second interval;
[0046]

comparing the ?rst and second records to determine

differences in the operating impulses obtained during the
respective ?rst and second intervals of operation of the ?ight
control actuator;
[0047] determining a vibration signature of a bearing balls
recirculation system; and
[0048]

determining a mechanical reason for differences in

the operating impulses obtained during the respective ?rst

Such a rotary mechanical system is, in some embodiments, a

and second intervals of operation of the ?ight control actua

ball screW system, an acme screW system, a vehicle drive

tor.

train, a ?ight control actuator, or a vehicle braking system.
[0034] In a speci?c illustrative embodiment of the inven

[0049] In certain embodiments of this further method
aspect Where the ?ight control actuator is of the type having

tion, the bearing balls Within the bearing balls recirculation
system have respectively discernible characteristics that is
identi?ed by a bearing balls recirculation system vibration
monitoring system and correlated to speci?c ones of the bear
ing balls. In this manner, not only is the health of each of the

bearing balls determinable, but also the direction of bearing
balls travel Within the bearing balls recirculation system.
[0035] In a still further embodiment of the invention, there
is further provided the step of quantifying the trend in the

bearing elements, one mechanical reason for differences in

the operating impulses obtained during the respective ?rst
and second intervals of operation of the ?ight control actuator
is deformation in the bearing elements. Additionally, in
embodiments Where the ?ight control actuator is of the type
having bearing races, mechanical reason for differences in the

operating impulses obtained during the respective ?rst and

differences in the operating impulses obtained during the

second intervals of operation of the ?ight control actuator is
deformation in the bearing races. Still further, in embodi
ments Where the ?ight control actuator is of the type having a

respective ?rst, second, and subsequent intervals comprises

ball screW containing ball bearings, a mechanical reason for

the further step of acquiring rotatory position data of the
mechanical system into respective qualities of operation of
the mechanical system. Such quanti?cation may include, for

differences in the operating impulses obtained during the
respective ?rst and second intervals of operation of the ?ight

example, good, acceptable, and bad operating conditions that
are associated With respective levels of required maintenance.
More detailed data responsive to the health of the mechanical

control actuator is reduced effectiveness of the ball bearings.
In yet further embodiments Where the ?ight control actuator
is of the type having an acme screW, a mechanical reason for

system is obtained at an output of a processor.

differences in the operating impulses obtained during the
respective ?rst and second intervals of operation of the ?ight

[0036]

control actuator is increased friction.

The monitoring that is effected during the practice

[0050]

In embodiments Where the ?ight control actuator is

of the present invention may be any form of monitoring, such
as acoustic signal monitoring, vibration signal monitoring; or

of the type having a screW shaft, a mechanical reason for

displacement signal monitoring. The monitored signals,
responsive to operating impulses generated by the mechani

differences in the operating impulses obtained during the
respective ?rst and second intervals of operation of the ?ight

cal system during the respective intervals of operation, are

control actuator is damage to the screW shaft. A further reason

subjected to a Fourier analysis.

for differences in the operating impulses obtained during the
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respective ?rst and second intervals of operation of the ?ight
control actuator is a change in the backlash.
[0051] The vibration monitoring sensor is installed in some
embodiments on the ball nut. Alternatively, hoWever, the
vibration sensor canbe installed on the screW shaft, orboth. In
embodiments Where the sensor is installed on the screW shaft,
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shots obtained during prior test intervals. Processor 142
additionally Will, in certain embodiments, maintain a count of
the angular position data and correlate same to linear dis
placement of the ball nut along the screW shaft (in the direc
tion of bidirectional arroW 122). Thus, trend data responsive
to angular position of the screW shaft, Which corresponds to

there is additionally provided a data port for issuing the
impulse data responsive to the steps of ?rst and second moni

possible de?ection of bending thereof, and trend data respon

toring.

age, is obtained. In some embodiments, the recirculation

[0052]

The impulse data is responsive to the steps of ?rst

sive to linear displacement, Which corresponds to thread dam

cycle of the bearing balls (not speci?cally designated) is

and second monitoring and is made available to a user at a

counted to form a data cycle that Will reveal damage to one or

data display system. Some of the data from the mechanical
system is transmitted using a Wireless transmission system.

more of the bearing balls. All of the foregoing data is made

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

[0053] Comprehension of the invention is facilitated by the
annexed draWing, in Which:
[0054]

FIG. 1 is a schematic and function block represen

tation of an annunciation arrangement for a ball screW actua

tor; and
[0055]

FIG. 2 is a schematic and function block represen

tation of an annunciation arrangement for a ball screW actua

tor having incorporated therein a system for monitoring the
health of bearing balls and the bearing ball return system.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0056] FIG. 1 is a schematic and function block represen
tation of an annunciation arrangement 100 for a ball screW
actuator. As shoWn in this ?gure, a screW shaft 110 is con?g
ured to engage a ball nut 115, and there is provided a ball

recirculating system 117 that provides a multiplication of

bearing balls (not speci?cally designated) in the interface
betWeen the screW shaft and the ball nut. As screW shaft 110

is rotated, illustratively in the direction of torque arroW 120,
ball nut 115 is urged in the linear direction in accordance With

available to a user (not shoWn) at a display 146, in response to
data and mode requests entered at an input 144.

[0059]

1. Methods of annunciating failure in ?ight controls

and aerospace jack screW actuators (ball screWs, roller
screWs, and ACME screWs), and rotary actuators.

[0060] a. Using System Vibration Signature Monitoring
[0061]

A compact micro-processor controlled on-line data

collection vibration signature monitoring system equipped
With vibration and/or velocity and/or accelerometers alloWs
early failure detection in jack screWs.
[0062] Failure related to damage in the moving compo
nents of ?ight controls and aerospace electromechanical
actuators, such as ball screWs, roller screWs, ACME screWs,

threads, bearing’s outer races, inner races, ball bearings, roll
ers, cage, return tubes or return circuits, anti-backdrive

devices, gear train components, clutches, motor assembly
components can be diagnosed on-line by monitoring the
impulses caused by material damage in these areas (features/
components), measuring the intensity and frequency of the
impulses, and observing the trend of these values over a

period of time.
[0063] The folloWing types of failures, Without limitation,
can be diagnosed using vibration monitoring:
[0064]

i. deformation in the bearing elements or races;

bidirectional arroW 122.

[0065] ii. increased friction (scu?ing, skidding);

[0057] In this embodiment of the invention, screW shaft 110
is coupled to a rotary encoder 130 that issues electrical signals
that correspond to the angular position of the screW shaft.

[0066] iii. distortion or breakage of the screW shaft (shaft
bending Will cause unbalance in the system, therefore

periodic vibrations, and the fracture of the shaft, if the

There is additionally provided in this speci?c illustrative

actuator is still operational, Would have a different reso

embodiment of the invention a vibration transducer 132 that

nance frequency due to the different length Which Would
generate a different vibration signature (response) When

is shoWn to be directly coupled to the ball nut. Vibration
transducer 132 receives acoustic or vibrational or displace

ment information from the ball nut, and produces correspond
ing signal that is propagated to a Fast Fourier Processor (FFT)
134. The output of the FFT 134 is propagated to a synchro
niZer 136 that receives the angular position signals from
rotary encoder 134. Thus, FFT “snapshots” are correlated to
the angular position of the screW shaft and stored in a corre
lating memory system 140. It is to be noted that in some
embodiments of the invention the data from vibration trans
ducer 132 is propagated to FFT 134 by means of a Wireless

transmission system. This, as noted herein, provides signi?
cant advantages in applications Where the ball screW arrange

ment is inaccessibly disposed on the mechanical system (not
shoWn). In applications Where the present arrangement is
installed in an aircraft (not shoWn), other items of data may
Wirelessly be transmitted. HoWever, in some aircraft applica
tions the rotary encoder data is available from the aircraft’s

system.

excited by the system during actuation).
[0067]

iv. separation/loss of ball bearings from the ball

nut (due to any reasons, especially due to failure of the

ball recirculation system).
[0068]

v. distortion or breakage of the anti-backdrive (no

back) components such as the paWl, the paWl shaft, the
cage or the thrust plate.

[0069]

The angular position of the mechanical system is

determined from on-board encoders and resolvers that are
coupled to a system shaft. In some embodiments, it is advan
tageous to knoW the RPM of the system so that the outside
noise can be ?ltered out and a clean signal extracted for

analysis.
[0070]

If the failure monitoring pertains to a ?ight control

actuator, and because vibration monitoring testing requires
higher RPMs, the tests are, in certain embodiments, con
ducted on the ground, at predetermined maintenance cycles.

A processor 142 receives information from corre

In a preferred embodiment, hoWever, the microprocessor unit
is an integral part of the actuator system and, coupled With

lating memory system 140, Which may, in certain embodi
ments, contain data corresponding to historical FFT snap

the mechanical system during actual use in transient modes.

[0058]

angular position determining circuitry, can be used to analyZe

US 2008/0319590 A1

However, depending on the test frequency, it can also be

designed as aircraft ground maintenance equipment.

[0071] b. Using Strain Gages
[0072] The secondary load path elements in actuators are
sometimes preloaded (e.g. tie rod mounted through the screW
shaft of an actuator). The preload is necessary in some appli
cations to increase the column buckling stability of the screW
shaft under compressive stresses. The secondary load path in
the case of a tie rod serves the purpose of carrying the total

load in case of failure of the primary load path (e.g. screW

shaft).
[0073] Detecting dormant failures of such elements is criti
cal. The strain gage is, in some embodiments, permanently
attached to a component operating under constant compres

sive or tension stress, and appropriate ports for effecting
electrical communication can, in certain embodiments, be
disposed in an accessible external socket of the actuator sys

tem. After the assembly operation is ?nalized and the subject
component that needs to be monitored has been preloaded, an

“initial condition” (“birth certi?cate”) reading as supplied,
for example, by OEM, can be taken and recorded (electroni
cally or manually) by connecting a data reading or data
acquisition instrument to the external socket Where the strain
gage is connected.
[0074] At further maintenance cycles, or during on-line live
monitoring, the preload variance can be monitored, studied

for trends, and used for failure diagnostic and Warning indi
cators triggering (eg a fracture in a tie rod operating in
tension, Would indicate Zero stresses after fracture and the
system Would announce failure after comparing this neW

reading With the initial calibration reading recorded at the

Dec. 25, 2008

to fail, as evidenced by changes in the angular position cor
related FFT snapshots over time. By employing a precise and
accurate tracking analysis, an extremely fast and selective
narroWband measurement of rotor synchronous vibrations
can be measured. Thus the most signi?cant vibration signals
from the actuator system can be analyZed in any operating

phase: stationary operation, run-up, coast-doWn, reverse, or
over a longer time, to account for the thermal mechanical
events of the actuator system.

[0080] The operation of the present invention is enhanced
in certain embodiments by archiving the data locally (in a
memory chip attached to the actuator), Whether While per
forming online monitoring or off-line measurements, the
overall readings, the current value, the previous value and the
relationship With the alarm value shall alWays be available.
Based on a pass or fail criteria an alarm signal is, in certain

embodiments, provided When the vibration measurement
instrumentation detects out-of-range or otherWise unaccept
able values, or a modi?ed pro?le of the readings compared to

the baseline con?guration and vibration signature model
stored at the beginning of life of the actuator. Various failure

modes (such as ball bearing damage, ball bearing escape and
separation from the assembly, gear tooth breakage, skeWered
roller damage, ratchet or paWl fracture, radial bearings fail
ure, slip clutch components failure, tie rod or torsion rod
failure, etc.), can be simulated and induced into the system
during quali?cation testing of the actuator, to ensure proper

calibration and understanding of the impact produced by the
failure of each of the different components onto the overall

vibration signature of the assembly.

time the system Was manufactured or placed in service after

[0081]

maintenance).

system alloWs early detection of impending failure, before its

[0075]

c. ACME ScreW (Square Thread, Castle Thread,

Etc.) ActuatorsiUsing Sliding Friction Threads Back

The use of such vibration diagnostic annunciation

magnitude becomes critical or catastrophic. The vibration
annunciation method of the present invention is useful to

lash Indicator
[0076] A probe is attached to the end face, in lieu of a sector

detect numerous failure types such as, but not limited to, ball

of thread inside the of the ACME nut, or in lieu of a sector of
thread on the screW. The maximum alloWable backlash in the
unit resulting either due to Wear of the nut threads or screW

of rotary or stationary components. Problems arising from

unbalance, misalignment, gear damage, bearing damage, can
be recogniZed at an early stage. Impulses caused by damage

threads, depending on the geometry of the thread, Will deter
mine (using basic geometry and trigonometry math formu

roller(s) or ball bearing(s), or corresponding cages are a good

las), a set distance to the ?anks of the threads.
[0077] Any excessive Wear in the threads Will cause the
probe to engage With the threads and the failure to be detected.

actuator assembly condition is possible by measuring the
intensity and frequency of the impulses, and observation of

[0078]

the trend of these values over a period of time alloWs accurate

Many faults and types of damage in linear and rotary

actuator systems lead to mechanical vibrations With frequen
cies directly related to the rotational speed of their compo
nents or rotor. Of special interests are e.g., unbalance, align
ment errors, ball bearing-pass frequencies, gear mesh
frequencies in gearboxes, that occur as rotor-synchronous
vibrations or harmonics (orders) of the rotor’s rotational fre
quency.

escape, bearing race pitting or spalling, cracking or fracture

to the outer race or inner race of a bearing surface, to the

indicator of the bearing condition. Reliable monitoring of the

diagnostic of the integrity and operation readiness of the
jackscreW actuator.
[0082] Flight control actuator system damage and losses
related to abnormal aircraft operations (unscheduled repairs
or accidents), as a result of failed actuator can be successfully

avoided by monitoring the “health” (structural integrity) of
the actuator system by using the vibration monitoring failure

[0079] The vibration behavior that the actuator system
exhibits over the entire speed range Will provide important

annunciation.

information about the resonance pro?le of the actuator sys

in ?ight controls actuation, Weight control and reduction is
very important. The advantage of using active vibration
monitoring failure annunciation consists in minimum Weight

tem, Which later canbe used for diagnostic purposes. The FFT
spectrum can be used for the faults and damage analysis of an
actuator system. In a highly advantageous embodiment po the
invention, FFT snapshots are correlated to angular position of
the mechanical system. In addition to enabling assessment of
the operation of a mechanical system that operates in tran

sient modes, such correlation to angular position facilitates
identi?cation of a mechanical system component that is about

[0083] In general aerospace applications, and speci?cally

increase to the actuator system, consisting of tWo to three

pickups (accelerometers), and Wiring. The rest of the diag
nostic logic can be supplied in a separate enclosure dedicated
to data collection and monitoring the vibration signature of
the actuator system, or it can easily be integrated into the
existing ?ight control computers of the aircraft as an addi

US 2008/0319590 A1
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tional subroutine in the complex software programs that

pass ?lters for broadband measurement. This guarantees opti

already govern the functionality of the ?ight control systems
With today’s modern aircraft.

mum adaptation to the individual measurement task. It is

[0084]

ence.

The accelerometer probes can be mounted on the

advisable to employ an averaging function for noise in?u

actuator assembly housing or attached directly to various

[0095]

subcomponents of the system. In some cases for the evalua
tion of the actuator system condition, simultaneous measure

system, such as material separation from the screW or nut

Damaging the internal components of an actuator

ments from tWo points on this actuator system must be con

threads, pitting and spalling of the rollers and ball bearings,
breakage of the ratchet-paWls in a slip clutch, breakage in the

sidered, i.e., a simultaneous acquisition through tWo channels
of the instrument Would be required for comprehensive diag

Which Will be easily detectable When recording frequency

nosis of the actuator system. A dual channel operation

versus time.

cage of the skeWed roller clutch, Would result in a beat effect

approach Will be more accurate in providing reliable mea

[0096] If unacceptably high overall vibrations, intermittent

surements on the system.

beatings or bearing conditions, are found in the process of

[0085] For systematic acquisition evaluation of all mea
surements types for predictive actuator maintenance, the fol
loWing types of readings can be used: amplitude phase versus
speed check amplitude phase versus time.
[0086] For ef?cient fault detection multiband pass space
?lters in the frequency range of measurement can be applied.

monitoring and diagnosing actuator system health, the causes
can be identi?ed by using frequency analysis (FFT) and enve
lope analysis. The anomalies (increased vibrations), can be

The computer instrumentation softWare can be tailored to
various operating ranges of the actuator system, and a data

base archiving system can provide information for predictive
actuator system diagnostic and maintenance.
[0087] The vibration diagnostic method Will alloW predic
tive actuator system maintenance, therefore higher levels of
aircraft availability for ?ight missions (dispatchability) pre
vention of unscheduled repairs, limitation of ?ight control

system components damage or ?ight incidents, by early fault
diagnosis, lengthening of intervals betWeen inspections and
timely planning to have optimally scheduled repair actions
are the basis for the cost-effective signi?cance of this strategy

traced to unbalance, misalignment, a bearing or gear fault or
some other source.

[0097] The control and failure-detection in torsion, com
pression, or tension stressed beams using strain gage mea

surement can effectively be used in preventing catastrophic

failures by early detection of dormant secondary load path
failures, and is mostly bene?cial in di?icult to access areas of
the airplane, Where visual or direct access inspection can be

accomplished only by disassembly of a multitude of compo
nents. As example, but not limited to, the hard to access
internal tie rod or torsional spring assemblies are good can

didates for this monitoring method.

[0098] The early detection of upcoming failure With mini
mum invasive disassembly and labor, is critical in ?ight con

for an entire company.

trols actuators. The secondary load path failure through
cracking, and ultimately through fracture of the tie rod or

[0088] The prerequisite for this is continuous knowledge of
the current actuator system condition during operation.

torsion rod inside the screW shaft of an actuator can be iden

process values are authoritative indicators With Which the
actuator system condition can be assessed and diagnosed.

ti?ed and diagnosed by employing strain gauges mounted
directly on the broad shaft, either by using a single probe or
multiple (odd number) probes setup for a logical voting deci
sion making process Within the monitoring or diagnostic

Which characteristic parameters should be acquired and hoW
often, depends not only on the complexity and absolute value

instrumentation.
[0099] The strain gauges can be attached directly to the rod

of the actuator system but also on the criticality of the aircraft
system that is monitored.
[0089] The characteristic parameters Will be calibrated on

that is operating under tension, compression or torsion
stresses. The corresponding Wiring from these strain gauges
shall be then routed in a speci?cally designed gap betWeen the

Mechanical vibrations, bearing condition values, speeds and

the monitoring system and initial vibration signature certi?

inner diameter of the screW shaft and the outside pro?le of the

cates Will be recorded at entrance into service, as mounted on

tie rod, or in a different manner (channels on the outside

the aircraft. This represents a reference data set that Will be
used as a baseline, and Will be therefore considered a normal

surface of the rod, drilled holes in the rod, etc.), toWards the
end face of the rod that protrudes outside of the screW shaft,
and outside of the actuator Where possible. In this location the
Wiring is routed to a connector that is available to be used by
either the maintenance personnel, equipped With an off-line
piece of instrumentation, or connected on-line directly to the

operating condition data set.

[0090]

The periodic readings, Whether online With active

sensors mounted on the actuator housing or attached directly

to speci?c components, or off-line at predetermined mainte
nance checks intervals, can be archived via computer soft

?ight control computers of the airplane for active monitoring

Ware and a common database for all measured data.

of the secondary load path integrity inside the screW shaft of

[0091] Standard acceleration, velocity and displacement

the actuator.

sensors can be used.

[0100] The use of noninvasive methods that alloW continu
ous on-line remote monitoring and a highly reliable operation
readiness of the internal components in a ?ight control actua
tor, is bene?cial because it also minimiZes the probability of

[0092]

The measuring functions that can be employed in

the vibration diagnostic, are:

[0093] Absolute bearing vibrations relative shaft vibrations
bearing condition speed measurement tempted to measure
ment damage to the internal and external lead screW threads,
failure of the ratchet paWls of the anti-backlash brake (No

Back), damage to the skeWed roller clutch components (roll
ers, cage).
[0094] It is advisable to employ instrumentation that alloWs
?exible con?gurations for various setups of the high and loW

errors that may occur in case maintenance personnel Would

have to disassemble many components to expose and inspect
internal features that are provided for the safety of the actua
tor system. The probability of errors in reassembling the
components in a prescribed order to ensure proper function

ality of the actuator system is reduced or eliminated by using
this method (strain gauges Wired to an external connector or
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by using strain gauges that Will report Wirelessly the status of
the stresses at their location), therefore the system safety Will
be increased When employing this type of monitoring and

diagnostic method.
[0101]

FIG. 2 is a schematic and function block represen

tation of an annunciation arrangement 200 for a ball screW

actuator having incorporated therein a system for monitoring
the health of bearing balls and the bearing ball return system.
Elements of structure that have previously been discussed are
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a vibration characteristic of the system, and subtracting there
from in the processor the vibration characteristic of the ball
nut.

[0107] Although the invention has been described in terms
of speci?c embodiments and applications, persons skilled in
the art may, in light of this teaching, generate additional
embodiments Without exceeding the scope or departing from
the spirit of the invention described herein. Accordingly, it is
to be understood that the draWing and description in this

ment of the invention, distinguishes betWeen the conventional

disclosure are proffered to facilitate comprehension of the
invention, and should not be construed to limit the scope
thereof.
What is claimed is:
1. A method of determining variations in operating char
acteristics of a mechanical system having a rotatory mode of
operation and a bearing balls recirculation system, the

bearing balls (not speci?cally designated) and bearing balls

method comprising the steps of:

similarly designated in this ?gure.
[0102] There is shoWn in this ?gure adjacent to ball recir
culating system 117 a bearing ball sensor 230 that is con?g
ured to sense the passage of bearing balls. In particular, ball

recirculating system 117, in this speci?c illustrative embodi
225 (marked With an “X”). Bearing balls 225 are possessed of

?rst monitoring operating impulses generated by the

a discernable characteristic, such as a magnetic characteristic,

mechanical system during a ?rst interval of operation;

that is observable by ball recirculating system 117 through the

?rst analyZing the operating impulses obtained during the

bearing balls return conduit. In addition, bearing balls 225 are
arranged Within the train of bearing balls in accordance With
a predetermined sequence, Whereby the number of bearing
balls and the direction of travel Within ball recirculating sys
tem 117 can be determined. For example, bearing balls 225
can be staggered Within the bearing balls train as tWo such

bearing balls 225 (a ?rst pair of bearing balls) being disposed
adjacent to one another and an additional bearing ball 225

separated from the ?rst pair. In this manner, the total number
of bearing balls and their direction of travel Within ball recir
culating system 117 can be determined. In addition, as Will be
discussed beloW, the health of respective ones of the bearing
balls can be determined by analyZing the acoustic character
istic associated With each such bearing ball.
[0103] The output of bearing ball sensor 230 is delivered to
a bearing balls counter 236 that maintains a sequential count

of the bearing balls. This data then is delivered to a correlating
memory system 240 that, as described beloW, correlates each
of the bearing balls to an associated acoustic signature.
[0104] The acoustic signature is derived from a signal pro
vided by an acoustic or vibration sensor 232. The vibration

signal is propagated, illustratively Wirelessly to, subjected to
a frequency analysis at, an FFT 234. The output of FFT 234 is

?rst interval to determine the intensity and frequency of

the operating impulses;
?rst correlating the operating impulses obtained during the
?rst interval to corresponding angular positions of the
rotatory mode of operation;
?rst producing a ?rst record of the intensity and frequency
of the operating impulses obtained during the ?rst inter
val correlated to the corresponding angular positions of
the mechanical system;

second monitoring operating impulses generated by the
mechanical system during a second interval of opera

tion;
second analyZing the operating impulses obtained during
the second interval to determine the intensity and fre

quency of the operating impulses;

second correlating the operating impulses obtained during
the second interval to the corresponding angular posi
tions of the rotatory mode of operation of the mechanical

system;
second producing a second record of the intensity and

frequency of the operating impulses obtained during the
second interval correlated to the corresponding angular
positions of the mechanical system;
comparing the ?rst and second records to determine differ

correlated to the associated ones of the bearing balls at cor

ences in the operating impulses obtained during the

relating memory system 240, the output of Which is delivered

respective ?rst and second intervals correlated to the

to processor 142. In some embodiments of the invention the

corresponding angular positions of the mechanical sys

correlating memory systems and the FFT systems are incor
porated With the processor in a single device, Which may be an

tem; and
vibration monitoring of the bearing balls recirculation sys

ASIC (not shoWn). In other embodiments, bearing ball sensor
230 and vibration sensor 232 are combined as a single sensor.

In such embodiments Where the sensors are combined, bear

ing balls 235 can be con?gured to produce a predetermined
acoustic signature that is distinguishable over the acoustic

tem.

2. The method of claim 1, Wherein there are provided the
further steps of:

further monitoring operating impulses generated by the

signatures of the other bearing balls.
[0105] The resulting data is displayed at display 146, Which

mechanical system during subsequent intervals of
operation of the mechanical system;
further analyZing the operating impulses obtained during

in some embodiments of the invention is a computer display,

the subsequent interval to determine the intensity and

or may simply be one or more indicator lamps. In addition, a

frequency of the operating impulses of the mechanical

data output port may be provided for communicating the
health of the ball screW and its associated bearing balls and

system during respective subsequent intervals;
further producing a plurality of further records of the inten

ball recirculating system to a maintenance system (not

sity and frequency of the operating impulses obtained

shoWn).

during respective ones of the subsequent intervals cor

[0106]

In a still further embodiment of the invention, the

health of the recirculation system is determined by analyZing

related to the corresponding angular positions of the
mechanical system; and
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comparing the ?rst, second, and further records to deter
mine a trend in the differences in the operating impulses

obtained during the respective ?rst, second, and subse
quent intervals.
3. The method of claim 2, Wherein there is further provided
the step of identifying a cause in the mechanical system for

the trend in the differences in the operating impulses obtained

during the respective ?rst, second, and subsequent intervals.
4. The method of claim 3, Wherein the mechanical system
is a rotatory mechanical system and said step of identifying a
cause in the mechanical system for the trend in the differences

in the operating impulses obtained during the respective ?rst,
second, and subsequent intervals comprises the further step of
acquiring rotatory position data of the mechanical system.
5. The method of claim 4, Wherein the mechanical system
is a ball screW system.

6. The method of claim 1, Wherein the bearing balls in the

bearing balls recirculation system have respectively discem
ible characteristics.

7. The method of claim 6, Wherein bearing balls having
respectively associated predetermined discernible character
istics are arranged in a determined sequence Within a train of

bearing balls.
8. The method of claim 1, Wherein said step of vibration
monitoring of the bearing balls recirculation system com

prises the steps of:
determining a vibration signature of the bearing balls recir
culation system; and
determining a differential betWeen the vibration signature
of the bearing balls recirculation system and a vibration
signature of a ball nut.

9. A method of determining variations in operating char
acteristics of a ?ight control actuator having a rotatory mode

of operation, the method comprising the steps of:

?rst monitoring operating impulses generated by the ?ight
control actuator during a ?rst interval of operation;
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determining a mechanical reason for differences in the

operating impulses obtained during the respective ?rst
and second intervals of operation of the ?ight control
actuator.

10. The method of claim 9, Wherein the ?ight control
actuator is of the type having bearing elements, and the
mechanical reason for differences in the operating impulses
obtained during the respective ?rst and second intervals of
operation of the ?ight control actuator is deformation in the

bearing elements.
11. The method of claim 9, Wherein there is further pro

vided the step of correlating the vibration signature of the
bearing balls recirculation system to characteristics of the

bearing balls.
12. The method of claim 11, Wherein there is further pro
vided the step of determining a direction of travel of the

bearing balls in the bearing balls recirculation system.
13. The method of claim 9, Wherein there is further pro
vided the step of determining a Wear condition of the bearing

balls in the bearing balls recirculation system.
14. The method of claim 9, Wherein the ?ight control
actuator is of the type having bearing races, and the mechani
cal reason for differences in the operating impulses obtained
during the respective ?rst and second intervals of operation of
the ?ight control actuator is deformation in the bearing races.
15. The method of claim 9, Wherein the ?ight control
actuator is of the type having a ball screW containing ball
bearings, and the mechanical reason for differences in the

operating impulses obtained during the respective ?rst and
second intervals of operation of the ?ight control actuator is
reduced effectiveness of the ball bearings.
16. The method of claim 9, Wherein the ?ight control
actuator is of the type having an acme screW, and the mechani

?rst analyZing the operating impulses obtained during the

cal reason for differences in the operating impulses obtained

?rst interval to determine the intensity and frequency of

during the respective ?rst and second intervals of operation of

the operating impulses;
?rst correlating the operating impulses obtained during the
?rst interval to corresponding angular positions of the
rotatory mode of operation;

the ?ight control actuator is increased friction.
17. The method of claim 9, Wherein the ?ight control
actuator is of the type having a screW shaft, and the mechani
cal reason for differences in the operating impulses obtained

?rst producing a ?rst record of the intensity and frequency
of the operating impulses obtained during the ?rst inter

val;
second monitoring operating impulses generated by the
?ight control actuator during a second interval of opera

tion;
second analyZing the operating impulses obtained during
the second interval to determine the intensity and fre

quency of the operating impulses;

second correlating the operating impulses obtained during
the second interval to the corresponding angular posi
tions of the rotatory mode of operation;
second producing a second record of the intensity and

frequency of the operating impulses obtained during the
second interval;
comparing the ?rst and second records to determine differ

ences in the operating impulses obtained during the
respective ?rst and second intervals of operation of the

?ight control actuator;
determining a vibration signature of a bearing balls recir
culation system; and

during the respective ?rst and second intervals of operation of
the ?ight control actuator is damage to the screW shaft.

18. The method of claim 9, Wherein the ?ight control
actuator is of the type having a screW shaft, and the mechani
cal reason for differences in the operating impulses obtained

during the respective ?rst and second intervals of operation of
the ?ight control actuator is a change in the backlash.
19. The method of claim 9, Wherein there is further pro

vided the step of installing a monitoring system in the ?ight
control actuator for performing said steps of ?rst and second
monitoring, the monitoring system having a data port for
issuing impulse data responsive to said steps of ?rst and
second monitoring and data responsive to the condition of the
bearing balls in the bearing balls recirculation system.
20. The method of claim 19, Wherein the data responsive to
the condition of the bearing balls in the bearing balls recircu
lation system is representative of the presence of bearing balls
in the bearing balls recirculation system.
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